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any ball in B; we also say that the line avoids all the balls ofB. Let F = F(B) denote the spae of lines that are free withrespet to B. We regard F as a subset of some 4-dimensionalparametri spae L that represents lines in R3 [12℄. In thispaper we study the ombinatorial omplexity of F, whih,for the time being, we de�ne as the number of lines in F thatare tangent to four balls in B. (These are the \verties" ofF; see below for a more preise de�nition.)The spae F is, in a sense, \antithetial" to the spaeT = T(B) of line transversals of B, i.e., the spae of linesthat interset all the balls of B. It is known (see, e.g., Koltunand Sharir [19℄) that, with an appropriate hoie of L, T anbe represented as a sandwih region lying between the up-per envelope of one family of surfaes in L, onsisting of theloi of lines tangent to the balls of B from below, and thelower envelope of another suh family, onsisting of the loiof lines tangent to the balls of B from above. The reentresult of [19℄ immediately yields a near-ubi bound on theomplexity of T. However, the spae F of free lines does notappear to admit suh a representation, and the best previ-ously known upper bound for its omplexity was the trivialbound of O(n4), obtained by observing that F is the unionof ertain ells of the arrangement of the aforementionedtangent-line surfaes in L, and that the omplexity of thisentire four-dimensional arrangement is at most O(n4). Thefollowing theorem is the main result of this paper.Theorem 1.1. The ombinatorial omplexity of the spaeof lines free with respet to a set of n unit balls in R3 isO(n3+"), for any " > 0.Motivation. This result is of potential signi�ane in sev-eral areas of omputational and ombinatorial geometry andtheir appliations, inluding ray shooting and visibility om-putation, motion planning, and geometri optimization.The study of the struture and omplexity of the spaeof free lines (with respet to a olletion of balls, as well asof other types of objets) has gained onsiderable attention,in part due to its relevane to the study of global-visibilitydata strutures, suh as the visibility skeleton [14℄ and thevisibility omplex [15, 24℄. The size of these data stru-tures ruially depends on the omplexity of the spae offree segments amid the given objets (de�ned in analogy tothe spae of free lines). The urrently best known lowerand upper bounds on the maximum possible omplexity ofthe spae of free segments amid n unit balls are the triv-ial bounds of 
(n2) and O(n4), respetively. Motivated bythe pratial signi�ane of global visibility data strutures



in omputer graphis (e.g., to speeding up radiosity ompu-tations), researhers have studied the expeted omplexityof the spae of free segments and of the spae of free linesin a sene omposed of n unit balls that are generated ran-domly aording to ertain probability distributions. A tightbound of �(n) on these quantities is known for this speialase [13℄. Better worst-ase upper bounds are still desirable,though, and we hope that our new bound on the omplexityof the spae of free lines will inspire a similar improvementfor the omplexity of the spae of free segments.Our result is also related to the problem of ray shooting,whih is often solved by redution to the question of de-termining whether a query line is free [3, 8℄. The knownalgorithms for ray shooting do not ompute expliitly thespae of all free lines, but instead onstrut data struturesthat enode it impliitly. It is therefore interesting to notethat the best known algorithms for ray shooting amid ballsthat answer a query in polylogarithmi time require near-ubi storage even for suh an impliit representation [1, 21℄;there does not seem to be a more eÆient solution for thease of unit balls.Our result is also losely related to robot motion plan-ning. The spae F(B) is the free on�guration spae [25℄ ofa line robot moving amid unit ball obstales in R3 , or, al-ternatively, of a ylindrial robot (of in�nite length) movingamid point obstales or amid ongruent balls. Our result isof interest due to the sarity of results on motion planningwith translations and rotations in R3 . The ase of a line(or ylinder) robot moving amid ongruent balls is the sim-plest instane of suh a problem, sine the motion has onlyfour degrees of freedom, as opposed to six for a general rigidrobot.Finally, our result is related to the problem of omput-ing the largest empty ylinder amid n points in R3 , and toseveral related problems in geometri optimization.Related work. The omplexity of the spae of free linesamid various types of polyhedral objets has been onsideredin the past, with mixed suess. When the objets onstitutea polyhedral region of total omplexity n, or even in thespeial ase of a olletion of n lines in R3 , the maximumomplexity of the spae of free lines is easily seen to be�(n4) [12℄. However, the omplexity of the spae of linesthat avoid a polyhedral terrain having n faes is only near-ubi [23℄. The 
(n4) lower bound onstrutions for theases of polyhedra and lines are rather unrealisti, and thehope is that, when the objets are fat or well distributed, theomplexity of the spae of free lines is redued. Colletionsof unit balls are the simplest example of suh a well-behavedlass of objets, whih an still model fully 3-dimensionalsenes, and they have indeed already been studied in thisontext [13, 15℄. A related result [9℄ obtains a near-ubibound on the omplexity of the set of lines free relative to aolletion of n homothets of a bounded-omplexity onvexpolyhedron.To alibrate the result of this paper and to put it in awider ontext, we note that lines in R3 have four degrees offreedom, and an therefore be represented as points in R4(the spae L alluded to above).1 Hene, F(B) is a subregion1Atually, lines should be represented in real projetive 4-spae.Sine not all of them an be mapped to points in the �nite portionof projetive spae, the real representation leaves out a set of lowerdimension of unrepresentable lines. We ignore this issue for the

of R4 . In fat, if we onsider n surfaes in R4 , eah beingthe lous of all (points representing) lines tangent to a �xedball in B, and form the arrangement of these surfaes, theneah ell of the arrangement onsists of lines that intersetall the balls in a �xed subset of B and avoid the remainingballs. This arrangement has O(n4) ells of all dimensions,and F(B) is the union of a subset of them. Hene, the om-plexity of F(B) is O(n4), and it an be trivially onstrutedin near-quarti time. (In fat, these properties hold for anyolletion B of n objets of simple shape in R3 .) Hene, anear-ubi upper bound for the ase of unit balls is indeeda signi�ant improvement.Another way of looking at this problem is to de�ne, foreah ball B 2 B, the region KB, onsisting of all (pointsrepresenting) lines that interset B (the boundary of KBis the aforementioned surfae of lines tangent to B). ThenF(B) is the omplement of the union of the sets KB, overB 2 B. Thus, analyzing the omplexity of F(B) is an in-stane of the general study of the omplexity of the unionof geometri objets, an area that has reeived onsiderableattention in reent years; see [4, 6, 7, 11, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22℄.Our result is among the very �rst non-trivial bounds on theomplexity of the union of geometri objets in four dimen-sions (exluding the signi�antly easier ases of halfspaes,balls, and axis-parallel hyperubes). A ompanion work bythe authors [5℄ derives a near-ubi bound for the union of�-round objets in four dimensions, extending an earlier re-sult by Koltun and Sharir [19℄ (see also [4℄). These are theonly results of this type of whih we are aware.Proof outline. Our analysis of the omplexity of F(B) pro-eeds through a number of steps, eah onstituting a furtherredution of the problem. We begin, in Setion 2, by de�n-ing the spae F of free lines as a subset of an arrangementof surfaes in R4 , and show that in order to bound the om-plexity of F it is suÆient to bound the number of vertiesof this arrangement that lie on the boundary of F. Theseverties orrespond to free lines in R3 that are tangent toquadruples of balls in B.We then de�ne, still in Setion 2, the notion of vertiesthat are deep with respet to a referene diretion in S2.Roughly speaking, a vertex that represents a line ` is deepwith respet to a diretion u if, when we enter eah of thefour balls B tangent to ` in the diretion orthogonal to bothu and `, we traverse a \long" hord of B. It is shown thatthere exists a referene diretion for whih at least half of theverties are deep. Hene it suÆes to bound the maximalnumber of verties that are deep with respet to some ref-erene diretion, a task that is undertaken in Setion 3. Webound the number of deep verties by deriving a reurrenerelation on this quantity. We projet the enters of the ballsin B onto the xy-plane, and partition the projeted entersusing a (nonuniform) planar grid, suh that every row andevery olumn respetively ontain n=r enters, for a er-tain r. We onentrate on verties de�ned by quadruplesof balls whose four enters projet into four distint rowsand four distint olumns, and use reursion to bound thenumber of other types of verties. We �x a quadruple ofgrid ells that lie in distint rows and olumns, and arguethat the four orresponding sets of projeted ball enters aresake of onveniene, sine, with a suÆiently generi hoie of theoordinate system, all verties of F will be represented by �nitepoints.



doubly well-separated with respet to some \middle" pointo, meaning intuitively that o lies \in between" one pair ofells and also in between the omplementary pair of ells.The main tehnial step of the proof, given in Setion 4,onentrates on proving a near-ubi bound on the numberof deep verties de�ned by a doubly well-separated quadru-ple of sets of balls. By arefully de�ning a oordinate framefor the four-dimensional spae of lines, we are able to ex-press, in Setion 4.1, eah suh vertex as a vertex in one of anumber of sandwih regions of envelopes of four-dimensionalarrangements that we de�ne. This is where we exploit thenature of deep verties. Despite of a good (near-ubi) ex-isting bound on the omplexity of sandwih regions in fourdimensions [19℄, this is not the end of the story yet, sine thenumber of sandwih regions that we de�ne, as well as theoverall size of all the sets of surfaes that form these regions,may be unbounded. In Setion 4.2 we show that the fun-tions de�ning the sandwih regions have sparse domains, ina ertain sense de�ned in that setion. This is where weexploit the nature of doubly well-separated sets and the fatthat the balls are ongruent. In Setion 5 we establish are�ned bound on the omplexity of sandwih regions of en-velopes of arrangement of trivariate funtions with sparsedomains, a result that we believe to be of independent in-terest. Using this result, we are able to prove the desirednear-ubi bound on the number of deep verties de�ned bydoubly well-separated sets of balls.Plugging this bound into the analysis of Setion 3, we ob-tain the desired reurrene for the number of deep verties,whih solves to a near-ubi bound. Due to the redutionsmentioned above, this bound leads diretly to the main re-sult of the paper.2. Redution to Deep VertiesLet B = fB1; : : : ; Bng be a set of n unit balls in R3 . Weassume that the balls in B are in general position, meaningthat no line is tangent to any �ve distint balls and thatonly a �nite number of lines are tangent to any four balls.This involves no loss of generality beause we an apply asuÆiently small random perturbation to the balls, puttingthem in general position, without losing more than an (ex-peted) onstant fration of the number of faes of �F(B);see [26, Setion 7.3.1℄ for similar arguments. �wB1 B2
B3

B4Figure 1. The illustrated line �w is represented by a vertex w ofF(B).Let L be the spae of all lines in R3 . Sine lines in R3 anbe parameterized by four parameters, L an be regardedas a 4-dimensional (real) parametri spae. We reall thenotation introdued above: For a ball B 2 B, let KB � Ldenote the set of lines that interset B; �KB is the set of

all lines that are tangent to B. By our general-positionassumption, F = F(B) = l(L r SB2BKB), where l(�)denotes losure. The boundary of F, denoted as �F, thusonsists of portions of the boundaries �KB , for B 2 B. Anysuh portion is in fat a fae of the arrangement A of theboundaries �KB , for B 2 B. The ombinatorial omplexityof F is the number of faes of A of all dimensions that appearon �F. A vertex w of F represents a free line �w in R3 thatis tangent to four balls of B; see Figure 1. We denote byvw 2 S2 the orientation2 of �w, and by Bw � B the set offour balls tangent to �w. Let W = W(B) denote the set ofverties of F.Lemma 2.1. For a set B of n unit balls in R3 , the ombina-torial omplexity of F is O(jWj + n3).Proof. Any fae of �F that is inident upon a vertexof F an be harged to any of its verties. The general-position assumption implies that eah vertex is harged inthis manner at most a onstant number of times, and thenumber of suh faes is thus O(jWj). A fae f that is notinident upon a vertex of F is de�ned by at most three ballsB1; : : : ; Bl 2 B, where l 2 f1; 2; 3g, and either oinideswith, or is inident upon, an entire onneted omponentof Tli=1 �KBi . We an thus harge f to suh a omponent,and observe that, as above, the general position assumptionimplies that no omponent is harged more than O(1) times.Sine any intersetion Tli=1 �KBi has only O(1) onnetedomponents, the total number of faes that are not inidentupon a vertex is O(n3).Fix a referene diretion u in S2. Let w be a vertex inW,and let vw 6= u be the orientation of �w. Let B1; B2; B3; B4be the balls in Bw, and let `i be the line passing through thetangeny point �w \ Bi and orthogonal to both u and vw;these four lines are parallel. We all w deep (with respetto u) if for eah i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g, the length of the hord `i\Biis at least 2 sin� (or, equivalently, the entral angle that thehord subtends is at least 2�), where � is a onstant to be�xed below. Projet �w and the balls in Bw onto a plane �wnormal to �w. Then �w projets to a point w� and the fourballs B1; : : : ; B4 projet to four unit disks B�1 ; : : : ; B�4 whoseboundaries all pass through w�. The four lines `i projet to
2 sin�w� 2 sin�

`� �wFigure 2. A deep vertex w of F and the assoiated projetedon�guration in the plane �w normal to �w.a ommon line `� that passes through w�. If w is deep, then2Stritly speaking, the lines in L are not onsidered to be oriented,so vw is enoded by two antipodal points on S2. We ignore thistehniality for the sake of simpliity.



the length of eah of the hords `� \ B�i is at least 2 sin�;see Figure 2.Lemma 2.2. There exists a referene diretion u 2 S2 suhthat the number of verties inW that are deep with respetto u is at least jWj=2, provided that � � �=16.Proof. We will show that if � � �=16 and u is hosenrandomly and uniformly from S2, then the expeted numberof verties in W that are deep with respet to u is at leastjWj=2. This implies in partiular that there must exist adiretion u for whih the property desribed in the lemmaholds.Let w 2 W, let v := vw be the orientation of � := �w,and let Bw = fB1; B2; B3; B4g be the set of balls tangentto � . Fix one of these balls, say B := B1. Without loss ofgenerality, assume that � is the z-axis, and that B is theunit ball entered at (1; 0; 0). Regard the diretion u as bad(for B) if the horizontal line ` in diretion u�v through theorigin intersets B in a hord whose length is smaller than2 sin�. Clearly, if u is bad then ` meets (the horizontal rosssetion of) B in a hord that subtends a entral angle of lessthan 2�, or equivalently, the diretion u � v of ` forms anangle less than � with the y-axis. See Figures 3(i) and (ii).Therefore, u 2 S2, being orthogonal to u � v, must lie in aspherial double wedge of opening angle 2� entered aroundthe great irle of S2 normal to the y-axis. See Figure 3(iii).Thus a random hoie of u would land in this double wedgewith probability 2�=�.
(i) x

y < �
` yz
S2

(ii)
(iii)

B x`y� = z

x
Figure 3. Illustrating the proof of Lemma 2.2. (i) The line ` andthe ball B. (ii) The ross setion of (i) by the xy-plane. (iii) Thedouble wedge of bad diretions on S2.Applying this analysis to all four balls B1; : : : ; B4, we on-lude that the probability that a random diretion u is badrelative to at least one ball is no more than 8�=�, and setting� to any value not exeeding �=16 assures that a randomhoie of u is good for w with probability at least 1=2, i.e.,with probability at least 1=2, w is a deep vertex with respetto u. This ompletes the proof.

3. Counting Deep VertiesIn view of Lemma 2.2, it suÆes to bound the number of ver-ties inW that are deep with respet to some �xed diretionu, whih, without loss of generality, we may assume to bethe (+z)-diretion. For a subset R � B, let D(R) � W(R)denote the set of verties that are deep with respet to thevertial diretion; set  (R) := jD(R)j and (m) := maxR�BjRj=m  (R):We derive a reurrene relation for  (m).Let �i be the xy-projetion of the enter i of Bi, and letC� = f�1; : : : ; �ng be the set of the n projeted enters in R2 .Fix a parameter r, and partition C� into r subsets of equalardinality n=r by r � 1 lines x = a1; : : : ; x = ar�1 lying inthe xy-plane parallel to the y-axis. We assume for simpliityand without loss of generality that n is integrally divisibleby r. Construt a similar partition of C� into r subsets ofequal ardinality by r � 1 lines y = b1; : : : ; y = br�1 lyingin the xy-plane parallel to the x-axis. These 2(r � 1) linespartition the xy-plane into the r � r non-uniform gridG := f�ij := [ai�1; ai℄� [bj�1; bj ℄ j i; j = 1; : : : ; rg;where we put a0; b0 := �1 and ar; br := +1. For i; j =1; : : : ; r, let Bij := fBl j �l 2 �ijg; set nij := jBij j. WehavePi nij = n=r for any �xed j andPj nij = n=r for any�xed i. Let w be a deep vertex in D(B), let �1 ; �2; �3, and �4be the projetions of the enters of the four respetive ballsB1; B2; B3; B4 2 Bw, and let �i1j1 ; : : : ; �i4j4 denote the four(not neessarily distint) ells of G that ontain �1; : : : ; �4,respetively.Suppose �rst that at least two of these ells lie in the samerow or in the same olumn of G. We estimate the numberof suh verties w reursively, by solving 2� r3 � subproblems,eah involving the balls whose projeted enters lie in any�xed triple of rows or olumns of G. The number of balls ineah subproblem is at most 3n=r. The ontribution of suhverties to  (n) is at most 2� r3 � (3n=r):Otherwise, let D(Bi1j1 ;Bi2j2 ;Bi3j3 ;Bi4j4) � D(B) de-note the set of verties w for whih the four enters of theballs in Bw projet into ells �i1j1 ; �i2j2 ; �i3j3 , and �i4j4 ofG, lying in four distint rows i1; i2; i3; i4 and in four distintolumns j1; j2; j3; j4, respetively. Then (n) � 2� r3� �3nr �+X jD(Bi1j1 ;Bi2j2 ;Bi3j3 ;Bi4j4 )j; (1)where the summation is over all (unordered) quadruples ofells of G that lie in distint rows and in distint olumns.We next introdue the notion of well separated pairs ofballs. We all two balls B1 and B2, with respetive projetedenters �1; �2 , well separated with respet to a point o 2 R2if jo�1 j; jo�2 j � j�1�2j: (2)We all a set of four balls doubly well separated with respetto o if it is the union of two omplementary pairs, both ofwhih are well separated with respet to o. We extend thisde�nition by saying that four sets B1;B2;B3;B4 of ballsare doubly well separated with respet to o if there exist



two omplementary pairs of sets, say B1;B2 and B3;B4,suh that any pair of balls in B1�B2 is well separated withrespet to o, and so is any pair of balls in B3 �B4.Lemma 3.1 (Separation Lemma). Given four distint rowsi1; i2; i3; i4 and four distint olumns j1; j2; j3; j4, there ex-ists a point o so that the four sets Bi1j1 ;Bi2j2 ;Bi3j3 , andBi4j4 are doubly well separated with respet to o.Proof. Draw an x-parallel line �1 so that two of theells �i1j1 ; �i2j2 ; �i3j3 ; �i4j4 lie below it and two lie above.Similarly, draw a y-parallel line �2 that has two of the ellson either side. Let o be the intersetion point of �1 and�2. Clearly, either eah of the four quadrants determinedby �1 and �2 ontains exatly one of the four ells, or twoopposite quadrants eah ontain two of these ells and thetwo other quadrants do not ontain any ell. In either ase,there exist two omplementary pairs of ells, so that the twoells in eah pair lie in opposite quadrants; refer to Figure 4.
(i)
o�2 �1�1 �2 (ii)o

�2 �1�2�1
Figure 4. Illustrating the proof of the Separation Lemma: (i) Theells lie in four distint quadrants. (ii) The ells lie in two oppositequadrants. The shaded disks represent the sets Bikjk of projetedenters. The lighter pairs of sets are well separated with respetto o, and so are the darker pairs.Hene, if �1 and �2 are any two points, one from eah of thetwo opposite ells in a pair, then the angle \�1o�2 is at least�=2, implying that j�1�2j � j�1oj; j�2oj, and thus showingthat any pair of balls whose enters projet into these twoells is well separated with respet to o. This ompletes theproof of the lemma.Let B1, B2, B3, and B4 be four sets of unit balls that aredoubly well separated with respet to some point o 2 R2 .In the following setion (see Lemma 4.5) we prove that thenumber of \rainbow" verties in D(B1 [B2 [B3 [B4), i.e.,verties w suh that Bw ontains one ball of eah of the setsB1; : : : ;B4, is O(jB1 [B2 [B3 [B4j3+"), for any " > 0. Weapply this bound to eah of the O(r8) quadruples of ells ofG that lie in four distint rows and in four distint olumns,and observe that for eah suh quadruple the orrespondingsize jB1 [ B2 [ B3 [ B4j is at most 4n=r, to onlude thatthese ells ontribute a total ofO r8 ��4nr �3+"! = O(r5n3+")to  (n). Thus the reurrene (1) for  (�) beomes (n) � r33  (3n=r) + Cr5n3+";

for any " > 0 and for a onstant C = C("). The solution ofthe reurrene is  (n) � An3+", where the onstant A de-pends on " and C. Indeed, substituting into the reurrenewe obtain (n) � r33 A(3n=r)3+" + Cr5n3+"� An3+"�32+"r" + Cr5A � � An3+";provided that r is hosen to be greater than 3(2+")=" and Ato be suÆiently large. Together with Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2,this proves Theorem 1.1, the main result of the paper.4. Counting Rainbow Vertiesin Doubly Well Separated Sets4.1 Redution to Sandwih RegionsLet B1;B2;B3;B4 be four pairwise-disjoint sets of unit ballsin R3 that are doubly well separated with respet to theorigin, say. Set B := B1 [ B2 [ B3 [ B4. We all a subsetR � B of size at most four rainbow if eah ball in R belongsto a di�erent set Bj . A vertex w of F(B) is rainbow if Bw israinbow. We wish to bound the number of rainbow vertiesinD(B); this is the missing step in the proof of Theorem 1.1.q(�; �) `e� e�ez vq(�; ') �v

Figure 5. Representation of lines in spae; ` is represented by thequadruple (�; '; �; �).We begin by speifying our hoie of the four parameters(�; '; �; �) that represent a line ` in R3 . The �rst two pa-rameters (�; ') are the spherial oordinates of the diretionv of `, where ' is its azimuth, i.e., the angle it forms withthe positive z-diretion, and � is the horizontal orientationof the xy-projetion of v. Let �v denote the plane orthogo-nal to v and passing through the origin o. We de�ne belowa 2-dimensional oordinate frame (�; �) in �v with o as itsorigin. The last two parameters (�; �) that represent ` arethe oordinates in this frame of the point �v \ `.Let ez := (0; 0; 1) be the vertial unit vetor. The unitvetors e�; e� that de�ne the �- and �-axes are onstrutedas follows. We sete� := (os(� + �=2); sin(� + �=2); 0) = (� sin �; os �; 0):We observe that e� is orthogonal to both ez and v. (Notethat � is unde�ned when v is vertial. We exlude lines



with ' = 0 from our analysis; with a generi hoie of u, novertex of W(B) will orrespond to a vertial line.) We thenhoose e� := v � e�, i.e., the �-axis is the intersetion of �vwith the vertial plane through o spanned by v and ez. SeeFigure 5. For a point q 2 R3 and a diretion v = (�; ') 2S2, let q(v) = q(�; ') denote the orthogonal projetion of qonto the plane �v, whose oordinates are represented in the(�; �)-system. Note that the �-oordinate of q(�; ') does notdepend on the value of '. Similarly, for a ball B 2 B, wedenote by B(v) its orthogonal projetion onto �v (whih isa unit disk), represented in the (�; �)-system.� = (i+ 1)%� = i%�i1(�; '; �1) �1 B2(v)
B1(v) �2�i2(�; '; �2)�3�i2(�; '; �3)

Figure 6. De�nition of the funtion �ij(�; '; �); all three ases areillustrated.We hoose a suÆiently small parameter % < 2 sin�, andpartition the plane �v into �-vertial strips of the form�vi = �(�;')i : %i � � � %(i+ 1); for i 2 Z:We partition D(B) into subsets as follows. For i 2 Z, setDi := fw = (�w; 'w; �w; �w) j (�w; �w) 2 �(�w;'w)i g:We bound the size of eah Di separately, as follows. Fix iand de�ne a family Fi = f�i1; : : : ;�ing of n partially de�nedtrivariate funtions, one for eah ball in B, with �; '; � beingthe independent variables. A funtion �ij is de�ned for all(�; �; �) suh that one of the points (�; %i), (�; %(i + 1)) inthe plane �v is ontained in Bj(v), where v := (�; ').Spei�ally, the domain �ij of �ij is de�ned as follows.For a triple (�; '; �), let v := (�; ') and onsider the strip�vi . If Kij := Bj(v) \ �vi = ; then �ij(�; '; �) is unde�nedfor all �. If Kij is nonempty, let Iij = Iij(�; ') denote theset of all � for whih at least one of (�; %i); (�; %(i+ 1)) is inKij ; it is easily seen that Iij is a nonempty interval. Then�ij(�; '; �) is de�ned if and only if � 2 Iij . Its value dependson whih of the points (�; %i); (�; %(i+1)) lie in Kij . Let � bethe length of the intersetion of Kij with the �-parallel linethrough (�; %i). If only (�; %i) 2 Kij , then �ij(�; '; �) = �(refer to �i1(�; '; �1) in Figure 6); if only (�; %(i + 1)) 2 K,then �ij(�; '; �) = %�� (�i2(�; '; �2) in the �gure); if both(�; %i); (�; %(i+1)) 2 Kij , then �ij(�; '; �) = % (�i2(�; '; �3)in the �gure). Note that �ij may be disontinuous at theintersetion point of �Bj(v) and � = %i, for example, see�i2 in Figure 6.Next, we partition the domain of �ij into two subdomains�+ij , ��ij , as follows: (�; '; �) 2 �ij belongs to �+ij if thepoint (�; %i) 2 Bj(v) and to ��ij otherwise (i.e., (�; %i) 62Bj(v) and (�; %(i + 1)) 2 Bj(v)). We denote the restri-tion of �ij to �+ij (resp., to ��ij) as �+ij (resp., as ��ij).Eah funtion �+ij , ��ij has onstant desription omplex-ity, meaning that it an be de�ned in terms of a onstantnumber of polynomial equalities and inequalities of onstant

maximum degree (using the standard re-parametrization of�; ' by tan(�=2) and tan('=2), respetively).For eah i, set F+i := f�+ijgnj=1, and F�i := f��ijgnj=1,where only funtions with nonempty domains of de�nitionare inluded in these olletions. Let�i := f(�; '; �; �) 2 S2� R2 jmaxj �+ij(�; '; �) � � � minj ��ij(�; '; �)g:�i is a \sandwih region," i.e., the region lying between theupper envelope of F+i and the lower envelope of F�i . Setni = jF�i j + jF+i j. We all a vertex of �i rainbow if the fourfuntion graphs inident upon the vertex orrespond to ballsfrom di�erent families Bj .Lemma 4.1 (Sandwih Lemma). Every rainbow vertex ofDi orresponds to a rainbow vertex of �i.Proof. This is a onsequene of the de�nition of deepverties. Let w = (�w; 'w; �w; �w) be a deep vertex. Theprojetion of eah of the four balls B 2 Bw is a unit disk in�vw and the line �w intersets �vw at a point w(vw) lying onthe boundaries of all four disks, where vw = (�w; 'w). Sinew is deep, the �-parallel line through w(vw), whose diretionis orthogonal to both vw and the z-diretion, intersets eahof these disks in a hord of length at least 2 sin� > %; seeFigure 2. This implies that eah of the four orrespondingfuntions �ij (where i is the index of the strip that ontainsw(vw)) is de�ned at (�w; 'w; �w), and they all have the samevalue there. Moreover, sine no other ball projets to adisk that ontains w(vw), it follows that the intersetion ofthe graphs of the four �ij 's is indeed a (rainbow) vertexof �i.By the result of Koltun and Sharir [19℄, the number ofverties of �i is O(n3+"i ), for any " > 0. Summing over allstrips �vi , the overall number of deep verties under onsid-eration is Pi2ZO(n3+"i ), for any " > 0.Unfortunately, this bound is too weak|in fat, it an bearbitrarily large, beause, if the enter of a ball Bj lies at dis-tane r from o, Bj ontributes a funtion �ij with nonemptydomain of de�nition to �(r=%) strips, so if the balls lie ar-bitrarily far from the origin, the number of indies i withni � n may be arbitrarily large. We handle this problembelow by ounting only the number of rainbow verties, ex-ploiting the separation property of B, and re�ning the boundof [19℄.4.2 Exploiting SeparationLet Jij be the �-projetion of �ij , and let �i be the numberof rainbow triples B1; B2; B3 2 B so that Ji1 \Ji2 \Ji3 6= ;,i.e., there exist �0, 'j ; �j , for 1 � j � 3, so that (�0; 'j ; �j) 2�ij for eah j. Our re�nement, obtained in the followingsetion (Corollary 5.4), shows that the number of rainbowverties in �i is O(n"�i). We will show (see Lemma 4.4)that Pi �i = O(n3), whih will then imply that the totalnumber of deep rainbow verties in F(B) is O(n3+"), andthus omplete the proof of Theorem 1.1.The following is a key tehnial lemma that enapsulatesthe signi�ane of separation for our analysis.Lemma 4.2 (Sparseness Lemma). There exists a onstant = (%) with the following property. For any pair fB1; B2g



of distint unit balls that are well-separated with respet tothe origin, there are at most  integers k with the propertythat Jk1 \ Jk2 6= ;, i.e., the �-projetions of �k1 and �k2overlap,Proof. Let I denote the set of integers k for whih Jk1 \Jk2 6= ;. Let k 2 I, and let �0 2 Jk1 \ Jk2. Reall thatthe �-diretion in �v depends only on � and not on '. Con-sequently, if we keep �0 �xed and vary ', the plane �v ro-tates about the �xed horizontal �-axis. For any �xed pointq 2 R3 , its projetion onto �v traes a vertial irular arin R3 , whih appears within the rotating plane �v as a linesegment orthogonal to the �-axis. Note also that the k-thstrip �vk rotates with �v about the �xed �-axis, but its rep-resentation in the moving (�; �)-system does not hange.Let 1; 2 be the respetive enters of B1; B2. Sine �0 2Jk1 \ Jk2, the two (parallel) segments traed within �v bythe projetions of 1 and 2 lie at �-distane at most 1from the (�xed) strip �vk . In partiular, when �v beomeshorizontal, both xy-projetions q1 = �1, q2 = �2 of theseenters lie in the xy-plane, eah at �-distane at most 1from �(�0;0)k and thus at �-distane at most 2 + % from eahother. Tehnially, we need to regard the horizontal posi-tion of �v as a limit position, obtained as ' ! 0, beausethe (�; �)-system is unde�ned when ' = 0. We interpret�(�0;0)k simply as strips orthogonal to the line at orientation(� sin �0; os �0; 0).) Our goal is thus to bound the numberof integers k for whih there exists � so that both points q1and q2 lie in the extended strip �̂(�;0)k of width 2+%, obtainedby expanding �(�;0)k by distane 1 in the positive and nega-tive �-diretions. Note that �̂(�;0)k rotates about the originas � varies. We distinguish between two ases:Case (i): jq1q2j � 2 + %. Sine B1; B2 are well separated,joq1j � jq1q2j � 2 + %. Hene any strip �̂(�;0)k that ontainsq1 must lie at distane at most 2+% from the origin, and thenumber of suh strips is at most 2 d(3 + %)=%e. This learlyalso serves as an upper bound on the number of extendedstrips that ontain (for the same �) both q1 and q2.Case (ii): jq1q2j > 2 + %. Sine the situation is symmetriwith respet to rotation about the origin, we may assume,without loss of generality, that q1 and q2 have the same y-oordinate h. Sine B1 and B2 are well-separated, q1q2 isthe longest edge in the triangle oq1q2, whih implies that q1and q2 lie in di�erent quadrants, and that h � jq1q2j. SeeFigure 7. A point x 2 �̂(�;0)k must satisfyk%� 1 � x � e� � (k + 1)%+ 1: (3)In partiular, as the extended strip �̂(�;0)k rotates about the
o q2hq1

Figure 7. The triangle oq1q2.origin, it ontains both q1 and q2 when the orrespondinge� satis�es k%� 1 � q1 � e� � (k + 1)%+ 1 andk%� 1 � q2 � e� � (k + 1)%+ 1: (4)

Subtrating the two inequalities, we obtainjq1q2 � e�j � (k + 1)%+ 1� (k%� 1) = 2 + %:On the other hand,jq1q2 � e�j = jq1q2 � (� sin �; os �; 0)j = jq1q2jj sin �jTherefore j sin �j � 2 + %jq1q2j : (5)In addition, sine both q1; q2 2 �̂(�;0)k , so is the point (0; h; 0),whih must therefore also satisfy (3), namely,k%� 1 � h os � � (k + 1)%+ 1: (6)Let �0 2 (0; �=2) satisfy sin �0 = (2 + %)=jq1q2j. The rangeof � where (5) holds is thus ontained in the union of thetwo angular intervals (��0; �0) and (� � �0; � + �0). Any kthat satis�es (4) and thus also (6) must therefore be in oneof the two ranges� min�2(��0;�0) h os � � 1% � 1; max�2(��0;�0) h os � + 1% � ;and� min�2(���0;�+�0) h os � � 1% � 1; max�2(���0;�+�0) h os � + 1% � :The number of integers k in the former range is at most�h% � max�2(��0;�0) os � � min�2(��0;�0) os ��+ 2% + 1� =�h(1� os �0)% + 2% + 1� < �h sin �0% + 2% + 1� � �4% + 2� ;where we have used the fats that h � jq1q2j and thatjq1q2j sin �0 = 2 + %. The analysis for the seond angularinterval yields the same estimate, for a total of no morethan 2(4=%+3) values of k. This ompletes the proof of thelemma.Corollary 4.3. There exists a onstant  = (%) with thefollowing property. For any triple fB1; B2; B3g of distintunit balls suh that B1 and B2 are well-separated with re-spet to the origin, there are at most  integers k with theproperty that Jk1 \ Jk2 \ Jk3 6= ;.Lemma 4.4. Xi �i = O(n3).Proof.Xi �i =Xi ��f(a; b; ) j a < b <  and Jia \ Jib \ Ji 6= ;g��= Xa<b< ��fi j Jia \ Jib \ Ji 6= ;g��� �n3 �(%) = O(n3):As already mentioned, in Corollary 5.4 in the followingsetion we prove that j�ij = O(n"�i), making ruial use ofthe separation property|see below for details. This impliesthe following result, whih serves as the missing link in theproof of Theorem 1.1, as presented in Setions 2 and 3.Lemma 4.5. Let B1;B2;B3;B4 be four sets of unit ballsin R3 of total size n whih are doubly well separated withrespet to the origin. Then the number of deep rainbowverties in F(B1 [B2 [B3 [B4) is O(n3+"), for any " > 0.



5. Funtions with Sparse DomainsThis setion provides re�ned upper bounds on the omplex-ity of the \sandwih" region of two olletions of trivariatepartially-de�ned funtions. We believe that this re�nementis of independent interest and expet it to be useful for otherappliations as well. Let F = ff1; : : : ; fng be a family ofpartially-de�ned trivariate funtions of onstant desriptionomplexity (as de�ned in the preeding setion) and in gen-eral position, whih is the disjoint union F1 [ F2 [ F3 [ F4of four subfamilies. In what follows we will not distinguishbetween a funtion and its graph. We all a subset R � Fof size at most four rainbow if eah funtion in R belongsto a di�erent set Fj. A vertex in the arrangement A(F) of(the graphs of) the funtions in F is alled rainbow if thesubset of four funtions whose graphs are inident upon v israinbow. Let F+ and F� be another partition of F into twosubsets, and let �(F+;F�) denote the sandwih region lyingbetween the upper envelope of F+ and the lower envelopeof F�, i.e.,�(F+;F�) := f(x; y; z; w) 2 R4 jmaxf2F+ f(x; y; z) � w � minf2F� f(x; y; z)g:Let � be the set of rainbow verties of �(F+;F�). We wishto bound the size of �. As already noted, the reent resultof [19℄ implies that the size of � is O(n3+"), for any " > 0.The goal of this setion is to re�ne this bound in termsof a parameter that ounts overlaps between the domainsof the funtions in F, in a manner already alluded to inthe previous setion and de�ned more preisely below. Webegin with the following simple but weak bound, whih willbe entral in the derivation of our main result.Lemma 5.1. If jF1j � jF2j � jF3j � jF4j, thenj�j = O(jF1jjF2jjF3j1+");for any " > 0.Proof. Put ni = jFij, for i = 1; : : : ; 4. Partition F1 intot := �n1=n3� pairwise-disjoint subsets X1; : : : ; Xt, eah ofsize at most n3, and partition similarly F2 into s := �n2=n3�pairwise-disjoint subsets Y1; : : : ; Ys, eah also of size at mostn3. Let F+ij := F+\(Xi[Yj[F3[F4) and F�ij := F�\(Xi[Yj [ F3 [ F4), for i = 1; : : : ; t and j = 1; : : : ; s. Then anyvertex of � is a vertex of �(F+ij;F�ij) for some i and j. SinejF+ij [ F�ijj � 4n3, the aforementioned bound of [19℄ impliesthat �(F+ij;F�ij) has O(n3+"3 ) verties, for any " > 0. Hene,the overall number of verties in � is at most ts �O(n3+"3 ) =O(n1n2n1+"3 ), for any " > 0, as asserted.For eah i = 1; : : : ; n, let �i be the domain of fi, and let Jidenote the z-projetion (i.e., the orthogonal projetion ontothe z-axis) of �i. Without loss of generality, we assume thatJi is a onneted interval; otherwise we deompose fi intoO(1) further partially-de�ned funtions so that eah of themsatis�es this property. Let E denote the set of endpointsof intervals Ji, for 1 � i � n. For the sake of simpliity,we assume that all the elements of E are distint, but theanalysis an be easily adapted to handle degenerate ases aswell.Let � be the number of rainbow triples (fi; fl; fk) so thatJi \ Jl \ Jk 6= ;. This is our (rather weak) measure of

the amount of overlap between the domains of the givenfuntions. Our goal is to bound j�j in terms of �.Let � � E � F� F be the set of triples (p; fl; fk) so thatp 2 Jl\Jk, and the funtion fi for whih p is an endpoint ofJi forms a rainbow triple with fl and fk. Set �0 := j�j = 2�.We use a reursive sheme to bound j�j. At eah reursivestep, we have an open z-interval Z. Let FZ := ffi 2 F jJi\Z 6= ;g. A funtion fi 2 FZ is alled short in Z if at leastone of the endpoints of Ji lies in Z; otherwise, fi is long. LetLZ (resp., SZ) denote the set of long (resp., short) funtionsin Z, and set EZ := E \Z, �Z := �\ (EZ �FZ�FZ), and�Z := j�Z j. Let �Z � � denote the subset of verties w 2 �whose z-oordinates lie in Z and are suh that at least twoof the four funtions whose graphs are inident upon w arein SZ .We bound the size of �Z reursively. Initially, we haveZ = (�1;1), SZ = F, LZ = ;, EZ = E, and �Z = �. Let (m;�) := max j�Z j, where the maximum is taken over allz-intervals Z with jEZ j � m and j�Z j � �.We �rst desribe the intuition behind our analysis. Wewish to deompose the problem into subproblems, eah in-volving ertain subsets F01 � F1, F02 � F2, F03 � F3, F04 �F4, and apply the weak bound of Lemma 5.1 to bound thenumber of verties in � that are inident upon one funtiongraph in eah of F01;F02;F03;F04. The deomposition shouldsatisfy the following properties:(i) Every vertex in � is ounted in one of these subproblems.(ii) The subsets F01;F02;F03;F04 should be suh that the z-projetions of the domains of every rainbow triple of fun-tions in F01 [ F02 [ F03 [ F04 overlap.(iii) No triple ounted in � Boris says: ***** �!Awkwardwording, but was worse before. partiipates in more than asmall number of subproblems (in the subsequent analysis,this number is polylogarithmi). Suh a problem deompo-sition will be generated as we reursively analyze the sets�Z .Let Z be a z-interval as above, with jEZ j � m and j�Z j ��. If SZ = ;, then j�Z j = 0. Otherwise we partition Z intotwo intervals Z1; Z2 so that eah subinterval ontains half ofthe endpoints in EZ . For i = 1; 2, set Fi := FZi, Li := LZi ,Si := SZi , Ei := EZi , �i := �Zi , and �i := j�ij. We alsodenote by Ni � Li the set of funtions that are long in Zibut short in Z. Note that Si [Ni is the set of all funtionsfl 2 SZ suh that Jl\Zi 6= ;. Let w 2 �Z be a vertex whosez-oordinate lies in Z1, say. If w is inident upon at leasttwo funtions in S1, then w 2 �Z1 and is ounted reursivelyin the subproblem assoiated with Z1. Otherwise, sine w isassumed to be inident upon at least two short funtions inSZ , w is inident upon at least one funtion in N1, at mostone funtion in S1, and at most two funtions in L1 r N1.In fat, enumerating all possible ases, w must be inidentupon one funtion in N1, another funtion in S1 [ N1, andtwo funtions in L1 (any other ombination would pass wto the reursive subproblem at Z1). Let �01 � �Z be the setof suh verties. We de�ne �02 for the other subinterval Z2in a fully analogous manner. We thus obtain the followingreurrene for  (m;�). (m;�) � 8<: (m=2; �1) +  (m=2; �2) + j�01j+ j�02j; � > 0;0; � = 0:Sine E1 \ E2 = ;, �1 + �2 � �. We now establish thefollowing bound on j�01j and j�02j.



Lemma 5.2. For i = 1; 2, j�0ij = O(�Zn"), for any " > 0.Proof. Let w 2 �01 be a vertex inident upon f1 2 F1,f2 2 F2, f3 2 F3, and f4 2 F4. By de�nition, we mayassume that, up to a permutation, f1; f2 2 L1, f3 2 N1, andf4 2 S1 [N1. SetX1 := F1 \ L1; X3 := F3 \N1;X2 := F2 \ L1; X4 := F4 \ (S1 [N1):By Lemma 5.1, the number of those rainbow verties w 2�(F+;F�) that are inident upon one funtion in eah ofX1,X2, X3, X4 is O(n") times the produt of the three largestsizes of the sets Xi, for any " > 0. Hene this number isde�nitely upper bounded by O(n"Pi<j<k jXijjXj jjXkj).Let fi 2 Xi, fj 2 Xj , fk 2 Xk. Sine at least two of thesefuntions are long in Z1, it follows that J := Ji\Jj\Jk 6= ;.Moreover, sine at least one of these funtions is short in Z,J must have an endpoint p in Z, whih is an endpoint of,say, Jk. We then harge (fi; fj ; fk) to the triple (p; fi; fj),whih is ounted in �Z . It is easily seen that eah triple in�Z is harged at most O(1) times in this manner. Hene wehave: Xi<j<k jXijjXj jjXkj = O(�Z):Repeating this argument for all other O(1) types of vertiesin �01 (obtained by permuting the sets F1; : : : ;F4, and/orthe short/long lassi�ation of the four funtions inidentupon the vertex), we an onlude that j�01j = O(n"�Z), forany " > 0. Using a fully symmetri argument, it follows thatj�02j = O(n"�Z), for any " > 0. This ompletes the proof ofthe lemma.Plugging the bounds on j�01j and j�02j into the reurrene,we obtain that (m;�) � 8<: (m=2; �1) +  (m=2; �2) +O(n"�); � > 0;0; � = 0;where � = �1 + �2. The solution of this reurrene is (m;�) = O(n"� logm):Initially, Z = (�1;+1), m = jEj = 2n, and �0 = j�j =2�. Thereforej�j � 	(2n; 2�) = O(n"� log n) = O(�n"0 );for any "0 > ". Putting everything together, we obtain thefollowing result.Theorem 5.3. Let F be a family of n partially de�ned trivari-ate funtions of onstant desription omplexity, and letfF1;F2;F3;F4g be a partition of F. Let � denote the num-ber of rainbow triples of funtions in F so that the z-projetionsof their domains have a ommon intersetion. Then, forany partition F+;F� of F into two subsets, the number ofrainbow verties in the sandwih region �(F+;F�) betweenthe upper envelope of F+ and the lower envelope of F� isO(�n"), for any " > 0.Let F+i ;F�i be the sets of partial trivariate funtions de-�ned for the i-th strip in the previous setion. Letting the�-axis play the role of the z-axis, we obtain the followinglast ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Corollary 5.4. For any i 2 Z, let F+i ;F�i , and �i be as de-�ned in the previous setion. The number of (deep) rainbowverties in �(F+i ;F�i ) is O(n"�i), for any " > 0.It is easy to extend Theorem 5.3 to the following \unol-ored" version whih is not needed for our analysis, but maybe more appropriate for future appliations.Theorem 5.5. Let F be a set of n partially de�ned trivari-ate funtions of onstant desription omplexity. Let F+;F�be a partition of F into two subsets. Let � be the number oftriples of funtions in F so that the z-projetions of their do-mains have a ommon intersetion point. Then the numberof verties in �(F+;F�) is O(�n").Proof. Partition F into four subfamilies F1; : : : ;F4 atrandom, assigning eah funtion to eah olor lass indepen-dently with probability 1=4, argue that the expeted num-ber of rainbow verties of �(F+;F�) is at least a onstantfration of the size of �(F+;F�) and invoke Theorem 5.3.The number � of ourse also bounds the number of rainbowtriples with overlapping domains.Remark 5.6 An interesting open problem is whether thetheorems also hold when � ounts the potentially smallernumber of triples of funtions whose atual domains (as op-posed to their z-projetions) have a nonempty intersetion.In fat, even the analogous problem for bivariate funtionsis still open: Can one express the omplexity of the lowerenvelope of n partial bivariate funtions of onstant desrip-tion omplexity (or of the sandwih region between two en-velopes) in terms of the number � of pairs of funtions whosedomains have nonempty intersetion? This an be done if� ounts the number of pairs of funtions for whih the y-projetions of their domains overlap, using a onsiderablysimpler variant of the preeding analysis.6. Open ProblemsThe paper raises many interesting and hallenging open prob-lems, some of whih have already been noted above:(i) Devise an algorithm that onstruts F(B) in near-ubitime. This would have immediate algorithmi impliationsfor the ray shooting and motion planning problems men-tioned in the introdution.(ii) We note that our bound is not known to be nearly worst-ase tight. The best (and trivial) onstrution of whih weare aware yields a lower bound of 
(n2). It would thereforebe interesting to lose the gap between the upper and lowerbounds.(iii) It would be interesting to extend the analysis to familiesB of other lasses of objets. The simplest suh extensionswould be to families of balls of arbitrary radii. Another ex-tension would be to families of \fat" objets; see for example[10℄. Our analysis extends to the ase where the balls in Bare \nearly ongruent," in the sense that the ratio betweenthe largest and the smallest radii is bounded by some �xedonstant, but we do not know how to extend it to the asewhere there is no suh restrition.(iv) Finally, as mentioned in the introdution, a useful ex-tension of our analysis would be to derive a near-ubi boundon the omplexity of the spae of free segments amid n unitballs (or other lasses of objets).
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